TMT NEWS ANNOUNCES WINNERS OF THE 2016
TECHNOLOGY AWARDS
United Kingdom, November 1st 2016- TMT News magazine announces
the winners of the 2016 Technology Awards.
Advances in Technology have paved the way for efficiency, cost effectivity and
have provided firms with an invaluable reach to clients and customers in all corners
of the globe. Recent years have seen significant technological changes in the fields
of communication and innovation and have altered the way the business world
consumes and perceives. As the world of technology continues to grow, it’s role
in the modern-day life and business cannot be overstated.
Our 2016 Technology Awards highlight these key players, individuals and
innovative firms who have provided the world with new, cutting-edge techniques.
We have cast a centre-stage spotlight on those, who through determination,
commitment and hard work, have developed and shared their ideas to
fundamentally evolve the business world and the lives of consumers and
customers for years to come.
Speaking about the programme Kaven Cooper, Awards Coordinator, stated: “The
technology industry is a vital aspect of our lives, and those who work within it are
responsible for the livelihoods of thousands, if not millions, of people who depend

upon their products for their business and personal lives. As such I am proud to
recognise our deserving winners, and would like to wish them every success going
forward.”
To find out more about these prestigious awards, and the dedicated professionals
selected for them, please visit http://www.tmt-news.com/ where you can view our
winners supplement and full winners list. http://www.tmt-news.com/2016-netstairs

About TMT News
Published quarterly, TMT News provides readers with all the latest information
from across these three key sectors, exploring every aspect: from legislation
changes to the latest deals, new product launches to appointments and
everything in between.

About NetStairs.com, Inc.
At NetStairs® we bring interactive to life. We are a 16+ year old digital media
middleware company HQ in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. On June 2016, CV Magazine
awarded NETSTAIRS iCPT as “2016 Technology Innovation Award” (UK and US).
The company enjoys a history of innovation. The company was ranked by 411 Tech
200 as one of the Fastest Growing Company in 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013.
NETSTAIRS through its PTLA partners builds Infrastructure, Platform and Software
integration services utilizing leading Cloud Service providers including but not
limited to Akamai, IBM, Amazon, and Google Cloud Platform(GCP). We support
interactive and real-time communications needs of humans around the globe. The
company serves Smart Cities initiatives, e-learning projects, and brand
promotions. NETSTAIRS continues assisting its PTLA partners’ side-by-side

counseling Governments, Industries, Telecom, Cable, DTH, Global Brands,
Publishers, TV Networks, Broadcasters, Event Promoters, Content Aggregators,
and Enterprises around the globe. For more information, visit: http://netstairs.com.

Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: The statements which are not
historical facts contained in this press release are forward looking statements that involve certain risks and uncertainties
including but not limited to risks associated with the uncertainty of future financial results, additional financing
requirements, development of new products, government approval processes, the impact of competitive products or
pricing, technological changes, the effect of economic conditions and other uncertainties detailed in the Company's
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

NetStairs is a registered trademark of NetStairs.com, Inc. All other names mentioned in this press release are trademark or registered name
of their respective companies.
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